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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Scenario 
 
The general election held on Nov. 7, 2006 produced severe delays in reporting results of 
the elections to the press and to the general public. Since November of 2000, election 
results for ninety percent (90%) of precincts within suburban Cook County had been 
reported to the public by approximately 8:30 p.m. on election night. On Nov. 7, 2006 that 
figure of 90% was not reached until nearly 11:00 a.m. the next day.  
 
The County had a three stage process in place on election night for reporting results, but 
all three stages experienced significant problems. 
  

♦ Stage one consisted of transmitting aggregated precinct results from each of the 
2370 precincts in the County using newly developed equipment from Sequoia 
Voting Systems called a “HAAT” (Hybrid Activator, Accumulator, and 
Transmitter) over a wireless cellular phone network provided by Verizon 
Communications using narrow band 1XRTT technology to a specialized server at 
the County Administration Building in downtown Chicago called the HAAT 
Listener, built by Sequoia. On election night, only 56% of precincts were able to 
transmit their results to the downtown office. 44% of precincts were unable to 
transmit their results successfully. 

 
♦ Stage two was provided by nineteen “Receiving Stations”, which were 

geographically dispersed, temporary locations (generally in a school gymnasium 
or similar location) where election judges from all 2370 precincts would drop off 
all the physical memory devices (“cartridges”) used to record votes on both the 
Optical Scan and Touch Screen voting machines used at the precincts. Trained 
County personnel (not volunteers) would then check a secured County web page 
to see which of the dropped off memory cartridges had been received by the 
County downtown from the wireless transmission in stage one, and retransmit 
only those cartridges that had not been received. The transmission mechanism 
used at the Receiving Stations consisted of County owned laptop computers 
connected to the downtown office via a County controlled Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) running over a wireless cellular network from Verizon using 
EVDO broadband technology. On election night, only three Receiving Stations 
were able to successfully transmit their received cartridges to the downtown 
office.  

 
♦ At the downtown office, a set of specialized voting servers provided by Sequoia, 

collectively known as WinEDS, took in votes from three sources: from the 
precinct transmissions (via the HAAT Listener), from receiving station 
transmissions (via the VPN directly into WinEDS), and from direct entry of 
cartridge data at the downtown office. Direct entry was used to enter 
approximately 32,000 early votes that had been cast during the early voting period 
in the weeks immediately prior to election day, and to enter the cartridge data that 
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could not be transmitted from the receiving stations, which was ultimately 
brought to the downtown office from the sixteen receiving stations that could not 
transmit. The WinEDS server contains the tallying function that counts all votes 
and the reporting function that provides reports to the public and press. On 
election night, the tallying function and reporting function were operating so 
slowly that only 57% of the vote had been reported by 2:00 a.m.  

 
Given that similar problems had been experienced during the primary election in March 
of 2006, Cook County Clerk David Orr convened a panel of experts, the Election Review 
Panel, to investigate the problems, determine their causes, and provide recommendations 
on how to conduct future elections that do not encounter these or related problems. 
 
Concurrently with the creation of the Election Review Panel, Sequoia Voting Systems 
arranged for its own independent review of election night problems by hiring the Chicago 
based consulting firm Diamond Consultants, whose investigative work forms the basis of 
this report. 
 

1.2 Description of problem 
 
Briefly, the Panel has found that the primary causes for the delay in reporting election 
results on Nov. 7, 2006 were due to two main reasons. 
 

(a) Technology failures in multiple areas. 
 
(b) A lack of adequate end-to-end testing which would have revealed these problems 

well in advance.   
 
The lack of adequate end-to-end testing indirectly led to the volume of technology 
failures and the lack of appropriate operational actions as they occurred on election night. 
 
As detailed in the Diamond Consultants report, the delay in reporting results on election 
night appears to have resulted from a confluence of three separate problem areas. 
 

♦ Transmissions from precincts: Although at the time of this writing the actual 
underlying cause for the failure of 44% of precincts to transmit is not precisely 
certain, it is possible to state definitively that: 

 
1. The design of the HAAT unit used to transmit was flawed in its 

understanding of and ability to interact appropriately with the 
requirements of a wireless network, and testing has shown that the HAAT 
can fail to transmit vote results even when it has previously connected 
successfully to the wireless network, which strongly indicates a flaw in the 
HAAT’s communications software. 
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2. A flawed user interface on the HAAT led 90% of election judges to 
believe that they had successfully transmitted, whereas only 56% had 
actually done so. 

 
♦ Transmissions from the Receiving Stations: These problems arose from two 

sources:  
 

1. Incorrect information was displayed on the secured web page due to a 
design flaw in the Sequoia reporting system. 

  
2. Network instability was produced by using the combination of Sequoia 

software running through a VPN over an EVDO wireless network. This 
combination proved unstable even though all individual elements 
represented proven technology in other contexts. 

 
♦ Slow processing at the central server (WinEDS):  

 
1. The WinEDS server is built according to a traditional client/server 

architecture that we believe will deliver inferior performance when 
compared to more current technology architecture. 

  
2. A flawed decision was approved by Sequoia that entering early voting 

data at the same time that data was arriving from the HAAT transmissions 
would not interfere with vote tallying. However, processing early vote 
data takes up to thirty times longer to process within WinEDS than does 
data transmitted from the precincts. Combining the two data input streams 
causes average vote processing time to increase fivefold. 

 
3. Misinterpretation of a series of data processing events within WinEDS led 

Sequoia’s engineers to conclude, incorrectly, that there was a “logjam” in 
the WinEDS batch processing function, which in turn led to confusion 
about proper operational steps to take. 

 
Although technology problems occurring on election night constitute the primary cause 
of the reporting delays, operational shortcomings in the process leading up to election day 
also played a role in failing to understand and thus mitigate the risks inherent in the 
system implementation. 
 
It is important to note that the mission and scope of the Panel's efforts focused solely on 
the election reporting delays. No effort was made to examine the integrity of the election 
results. Furthermore, during the course of this investigation, although it was not directly 
investigated, no evidence emerged that indicated any fraudulent activity that would have 
compromised the integrity of the results. 
 
Electronic voting systems are inherently complex, and verifying any electronic voting 
system by employing methods in computer science is generally considered a hard 
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problem as explained in a number of recent publications1. To investigate the correctness 
of election results beyond the post-election canvass and audit recount already conducted 
by the County would have required a thorough examination of the source code of various 
critical components as installed in the various subsystems, which was not possible for this 
panel given the tight schedule and limited resources at the panel's disposal.    
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 See, for example: [a] Election Reform and Electronic Voting Systems (DREs): Analysis of Security Issues, by Eric 
A. Fischer. Washington, DC, Nov. 15, 2003. http://theory.lcs.mit.edu/~rivest/voting/reports/Fischer-
ElectionReformAndElectronicVotingSystemsDREs.pdf   
[b] Secure electronic voting / edited by Dimitris A. Gritzalis. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Kluwer Academic 
Publishers, c2003. http://www.springer.com/prod/b/1-4020-7301-1  
[c] Naveen Sastry, Tadayoshi Kohno, David Wagner. Designing voting machines for verification  Proceedings of the 
Fifteenth USENIX Security Symposium August 2006. http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~daw/papers/varch-use06.ps 
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2 Election Review Panel 
 

2.1 Members 
 
Members of the Election Review Panel represent government, academia, and the private 
sector. All members have volunteered their time and efforts. They receive no 
compensation from and have no existing or prior business relationships with Cook 
County or Sequoia Voting Systems.  
 

♦ Hon. Abner Mikva, Panel Chair, Visiting Professor & Senior Director of the 
Mandel Legal Aid Clinic, University of Chicago; former Chief Justice U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia; former White House Counsel, former 
long term U.S. Congressman from the Chicago area. 

 
♦ Ms. Tricha Anjali, Ph.D, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Electrical and Computer 

Engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology 
 

♦ Mr. Xiaoping Jia, Ph.D, Director, Institute for Software Engineering, DePaul 
University 

 
♦ Mr. Ian Robertson, Senior Director of Global IT – Americas, William Wrigley 

Corp.; member of the City of Chicago’s Mayor’s Council of Technology Advisors 
 

♦ Mr. V.N. Venkatakrishnan (Venkat), Ph.D., Assistant Professor in Computer 
Science and Co-director, Center for Research and Instruction in Technologies for 
Electronic Security, Univ. of Illinois - Chicago 

 
♦ Mr. Cyrus Walker – Founder & President, Data Defenders, Inc.; Dept. Head,  

Computer Forensics & Information Security, Wilbur Wright College 
 
The Panel was assisted in its efforts by Kevin McDermott, an independent consultant 
hired by the Cook County Clerk’s office to help coordinate the activities of the Panel 
including meeting coordination, participation in testing performed by Diamond 
Consultants, and developing this report. 

2.2 Objectives 
 

♦ Determine the causes of failure in each of the three stages of the election night 
process 

♦ Develop recommendations technical and operational improvements for 
conducting elections that do not encounter these or similar problems: 

o Short term recommendations that can be implemented in time for the 
elections in February and/or April of 2007. 

o Long term recommendations for changes that could be implemented in 
time for the Presidential primary in March of 2008. 
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2.3 Relationship to Diamond Consultants 
 
Concurrently with the creation of the Election Review Panel, Sequoia Voting Systems 
arranged for its own independent review of election night problems by hiring the Chicago 
based consulting firm Diamond Consultants. Although Diamond Consultants arranged 
their contract and payment terms in a way most likely to produce an unbiased and truly 
independent analysis (including receiving their entire payment prior to project launch), 
the Election Review Panel, being an entirely volunteer group appointed by the County 
Clerk’s office, assumed the role of independent director and reviewer of all work done by 
Diamond Consultants. 
 
Diamond Consultants have produced a comprehensive report about their investigations of 
the problems encountered during election night activities. The Panel has reviewed that 
report and substantially agrees with both the factual findings and the investigative 
methodology it describes. The Diamond report also contains a number of 
recommendations for improving both technical and operational elements of the election 
process, and the Panel has included its observations about those recommendations, and 
some additional recommendations of its own in this Panel report. 
 

2.4 Operating guidelines 
 
The panel met weekly with representatives of Diamond Consulting and Cook County to 
review the work of the previous week and to determine the course of the work that would 
be done in the upcoming week. The panel also met regularly on its own, and with 
members of the Cook County Clerk’s office. The panel received occasional input from 
Sequoia Voting Systems representatives, who were allowed to attend panel meetings as 
observers, but the panel relied on Diamond’s investigative efforts for detailed information 
from Sequoia.  
 
The panel met in formal session, in working groups, and in executive session in order to 
maintain intimate involvement in the ongoing investigation while still maintaining 
genuine independence from the County, Sequoia and Diamond. No representatives from 
Sequoia, the County or Diamond attended any executive sessions of the panel. 
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3 Assessment of Diamond Consultants report 
 
The Panel has found that the primary causes for the delay in reporting election results on 
Nov. 7, 2006 were technology failures in multiple areas. The panel has also found 
shortcomings in the process and governance of the technology deployment prior to the 
election that compounded and magnified the effects of the technology failures. The panel 
substantially agrees with Diamond’s factual findings and the methodology used to 
determine those findings. The Panel’s observations about Diamond’s recommendations 
and additional recommendations from the Panel itself are discussed in Section 4 of this 
report. 
 

3.1 Panel review process for Diamond investigation 
 
The Panel regularly met both by itself and in conjunction with members of the Diamond 
team to review, analyze, and direct the detailed daily investigation being conducted by 
Diamond. All decisions on investigative directions to pursue, tests to perform and 
recommendations were supervised by the panel. 
 
Diamond supplied the Panel with detailed briefing documents and an ongoing 
“scorecard” showing progress on the investigation. Working documents, source data from 
the County, Sequoia and Verizon, and interim reports were made freely available to the 
Panel for inspection and analysis.  
 
The consultant assigned to the Panel as coordinator personally participated in nearly all 
experimental testing performed by Diamond Consultants, and some Panel members also 
participated in some tests. The Panel received input from the County Clerk and his staff, 
from the County MIS department (which also participated in several experimental tests), 
and to a limited extent, from Sequoia and Verizon. 
 
The Panel also participated in the development of Diamond’s recommendations, though 
the Panel reserved the right to develop variations on those recommendations and to make 
recommendations of its own, which are discussed in Section 4 of this report. 

3.2 Panel investigations 
 
Certain investigations were conducted by Panel members themselves including 
examination of source code for the HAAT, HAAT Listener, and simulation software used 
in the investigation; and forensic analysis of complete disk images taken from all servers 
(WinEDS and Listener) used on election night at the downtown office. 
 

3.2.1 Source code reviews 
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Due to limited time and resource, the HAAT device source code review was focused on 
the code modules responsible for transmitting the precinct cartridge data from the HAAT 
device to the HAAT Listener Server. The error message “Impossible to establish 
connection” recorded in the logs of many HAAT devices that failed to transmit cartridges 
was generated in a region of code that attempts to connect to the network and the HAAT 
Listener. This error message is produced as a generic error message for any errors that 
may occur in that region. Therefore this error message is not a definitive indication of 
failed attempts to connect to the wireless network.  
 
While it is technically feasible and good practice to produce more specific and more 
definitive error messages, the developers of these modules did not do so. Lack of accurate 
diagnostic and error messages can be considered a sign of inadequate testing and poor 
quality assurance.  
 
Furthermore, the source code contains very limited documentation. While the source 
code contains log entries for each change made to the code, there is no documentation for 
quality assurance activities corresponding to these changes, such as code review, unit 
testing, regression testing, and integration testing. 
 
Inspection of the source code for the HAAT Simulator, used in Diamond’s testing of the 
capacity of the HAAT Listener, differs from the actual operation of a HAAT deployed in 
the field in that the simulator sends HAAT messages to the Listener sequentially, rather 
than simultaneously as would be the case with actually deployed HAAT units. Although 
this difference prevents the simulator from precisely replicating the actual conditions 
encountered on election night, the Panel believes that this difference does not call into 
question the validity of Diamond’s findings from experimental testing using the 
simulator. 
 

3.2.2 Forensic analysis 
 
A preliminary forensic analysis was conducted on five of the systems used in the 
electronic voting systems architecture. It is important to note here that because all the 
systems in the voting systems architecture were in continuous use well after the election 
and tallying were completed, it would very difficult to establish the presence of any 
systems tampering due to the fact that the systems were left in productions and therefore 
there is no baseline or benchmark of the systems state to clearly identify any intentional 
or unintentional tampering. In fact, system changes as a result of ongoing investigative 
efforts were being made prior to and during the beginning of the forensic examination.  
Also, it should be noted here, that the integrity of the tallying was not in question during 
this entire investigative process.  Therefore, that was not a focus during this preliminary 
forensics analysis. 
 
Forensic Examination Process 
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The forensic examination process began first by identifying the computer systems of 
interest.  The computer systems that were included in this forensic analysis were the 
following: 
 

♦ Listener 1 (Linux) 
♦ Listener 2 (Linux) 
♦ Dell Optiplex (Windows) 
♦ Dell Dimension 3100 (Windows) 
♦ WinEDS Server (Windows) 

 
The forensic process commenced with acquiring images of each of the systems listed 
above. The process of imaging consisted of capturing a ‘bit-stream’ duplicate copy of the 
target system. This duplicate copy is an exact copy of the hard disk of the target system. 
Due to the nature of the imaging acquisition hardware involved and the large hard drive 
capacity of some of the systems listed above, this imaging process took approximately 2 
days to complete. Once the imaging process was complete, the duplicate drives were 
taken to the computer forensics laboratory at Wilbur Wright College where a preliminary 
forensic exam was conducted on the each of the duplicate drives.   
 
Forensic Examination Results 
 
A preliminary examination of the target drive revealed no evidence that could 
substantiate any cause for concern related to tampering of any of the systems examined. 
However, due to the limited amount of time available to conduct a thorough forensic 
examination, we focused our efforts primarily on identifying certain types of deleted files 
that would be cause to initiate further investigation into subsequent areas of the target 
hard drives.  However, we found no such occurrences and therefore no cause to widen 
our investigations. It should be noted that the forensic image acquired on the Dell 
Dimension 3100 system was found to be missing part of its image files which prevented 
any analysis of this system. It is not clear how the files were lost or not collected but it is 
our belief that this could be partly due to limited acquisition drive capacity which could 
explain the missing files.   
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4 Recommendations 
 
 
The Panel has categorized the recommendations from Diamond into four groups.  
 

1. Precinct transmission (HAAT) 
2. Receiving Station 
3. WinEDS (central tallying) 
4. Best Practices/project management 

 
Within each group we have assigned a priority of:  
 

♦ High – problems that must be fixed in order to ensure that unacceptable reporting 
delays do not recur  

♦ Medium – problems that should be addressed in order to increase the efficiency of 
the election process 

♦ Low – issues that, if addressed, would move toward achieving Best Practices 
levels of operation 

 
In addition, we have listed whether the target date for implementing a recommendation 
would be either the Feb/Apr. 2007 elections, or the March 2008 election. Our assessment 
of these target dates is based on our understanding of both the urgency with which a 
problem must be resolved and the likelihood that it can be resolved by that target date. 
Readers of this report must note that a High priority does not necessarily imply a target 
date of Feb/Apr. 2007. High priority means that work should begin on this 
recommendation immediately, even if the target date is March 2008. 
 
Each recommendation from Diamond is identified by number within each of the three 
categories used by Diamond (technical, process, governance) to allow cross referencing 
from this document to the Diamond report. For example, the first technical 
recommendation from Diamond is noted as DR-T1 in this report. 
 

4.1 Precinct transmissions 

4.1.1 High Priority 
 

♦ DR-T1: “Until the root cause of the failure to transmit of 44% of HAATs is 
determined and corrected, the County should fully expect similar or perhaps 
even worse performance in future elections and should strongly consider 
alternatives to wireless transmissions. At minimum, the system at the 
receiving stations should be scaled up in capacity to meet the County’s target 
time for completion of the vote counting.”  
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The Panel agrees that the County cannot count on the success of HAAT 
transmissions and should plan for the Receiving Stations to handle up to 100% 
of cartridge transmissions. The County and Sequoia should also conduct 
additional testing to determine the nature of the suspected defect in the 
HAAT. However, we feel that the County undertakes no significant risk in 
continuing to use the HAAT to transmit even if the results are at or below the 
success rate experienced in the November 2006 election.   
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
 

♦ DR-T2: “The HAAT should be tested in detail and its code (and/or hardware) 
analyzed carefully to determine the root cause for transmission failures in the 
HAAT.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
 

♦ DR-T5: “If the wireless transmission process from the precincts is deemed 
sufficiently reliable to use, the HAAT should be configured assuming the 
inherent limits of a wireless network.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
 

♦ DR-T6: “If the wireless transmission process from the precincts is deemed 
sufficiently reliable to use, the HAAT should be redesigned to adapt to the 
state of the wireless network.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: March 2008 
 

♦ DR-T7: “The HAAT user interface should be enhanced to make its status with 
respect to network connectivity and transmission success more readily 
apparent.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: March 2008 
 

♦ DR-T10: “The logging capabilities of the HAAT should be enhanced to 
enable review of network and device level events concerning interactions with 
the wireless network.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: March 2008 
 

♦ DR-P1: “If the county elects to continue to use HAATs, it should develop 
workarounds that can improve the transmission performance of the HAATs. 
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One such workaround may be to cycle the power of the HAAT following a 
transmission failure and attempt to retransmit. However, these workarounds 
must be carefully tested and proven to not interfere with the election 
technology or process” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
 

♦ DR-P6: “The election judge manual should be changed to direct the poll 
workers to retransmit if the initial transmission was unsuccessful.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification, and further 
understands that the County has already updated the election judge manual to 
reflect this change.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
 

4.1.2 Medium Priority 
 

♦ None 

4.1.3 Low Priority  
 

♦ DR-P5: “The election judge manual should be updated to direct poll workers 
to transmit or deliver election results as the first task once polls have closed. 
Other wrap-up tasks such as disassembling voting machines should occur 
subsequent to the vote transmission. Poll workers should be encouraged to 
check the status of their transmission as they complete other wrap-up tasks 
and retransmit if the original transmission was unsuccessful.” 

 
The Panel agrees with the spirit behind this recommendation, but feels that the 
County’s experience in working with election judges should be relied upon to 
determine the proper procedures at the polling place necessary to accomplish 
successful transmissions and/or retransmissions.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
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4.2 Receiving Stations 
 

4.2.1 High Priority 
 

♦ DR-T3: “The receiving stations’ voting transmission system should utilize a 
reliable, well tested, wireline solution with all of the components tested in 
combination. In particular, WinEDS Client application should not be used 
over a cellular data connection such as EVDO.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
 

♦ DR-T4: “The process for updating the web site of cartridges remaining to be 
received should (a) be automated and (b) process the information from the 
WinEDS queue and not from the Reporting Database.” 

 
The panel substantially agrees with this recommendation, but we feel that the 
web site information should be drawn from a point earlier in the processing 
stream, such as from the HAAT Listener database. 
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 

 
♦ DR-P4: “The receiving station transmission system should be based on (1) 

reasonable assumption of the number of cartridges the system will need to 
handle, and (2) a target time for processing the majority (90%) of the vote. In 
particular, the number of backup workstations must be adequate to support the 
target time for completion of the tally.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification. 
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
 

4.2.2 Medium Priority 
 

♦ None 

4.2.3 Low Priority  
 

♦ None 
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4.3 WinEDS (central tallying) 
 

4.3.1 High Priority 
 

♦ DR-T9: “The database in the WinEDS Server should be regularly 
performance tuned.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 

 
♦ DR-P3: “Early vote processing should not coincide with precinct 

transmissions.” 
 

The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
 

4.3.2 Medium Priority 
 

♦ DR-T8: “WinEDS Server should be re-architected to increase the speed of 
tallying results and better manage inputs from multiple sources.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: March 2008 

 

4.3.3 Low Priority  
 

♦ None 
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4.4 Project Management & Best Practices 

 

4.4.1 High Priority 
 

♦ DR-P2: “Structured testing should be based on a repeatable script with 
expected and actual results documented and conducted under conditions that 
mimic election day and managed independently of the vendor.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: March 2008 

 
♦ DR-G2: “A technical program manager should be accountable to manage all 

aspects of the end-to-end technology solution for each election.” 
 

The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 

 
♦ The Panel adds a recommendation for creating a technology advisory panel 

with make-up similar that of the Election Review Panel to advise the County 
as the election industry’s implementation and use of technology evolves, 
widens and matures. 
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 

 
♦ The Panel recommends that the County requires Sequoia to document that all 

component pieces of any end-to-end solution are warranted to work correctly 
with each other. Given that the HAAT and HAAT Listener were developed by 
Smartmatic, and WinEDS was developed by Sequoia, and given that support 
personnel from Smartmatic and Sequoia appeared to be unfamiliar with each 
other’s modules, end-to-end integration issues are likely to continue in the 
absence of this type of architectural documentation, testing, and knowledge 
transfer. In addition, the County must develop processes to ensure that the 
end-to-end installation of the voting system components, servers, networks, 
firewalls, laptops, etc. is also integrated and fit for the purpose and 
environment in which it will be used.   
TARGET: March 2008 

 
♦ The Panel adds a recommendation for forensic examination of future 

elections. To maintain the integrity of a possible forensic analyses that may be 
required to answer future questions related to the integrity, accuracy, or 
operations of the electronic voting system, it is our recommendation that 
immediately after tallying an election has been completed that all systems 
involved in that process be forensics imaged and those images be stored 
offsite at a neutral location for some extended period of time. All images 
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should be taken in accordance to law enforcement standards for handling 
evidence files for investigative purposes. 
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 

 

4.4.2 Medium Priority 
 

♦ DR-P7: “Tiered levels of technical support for election day operations, 
including Tally Room operations should be formally established with the 
voting machine vendor providing at least one tier of support beyond the initial 
help desk (tier 1) support. A clear escalation process should be established to 
move from one tier of support of the next.” 

 
The Panel substantially agrees with this recommendation but notes that the 
County did have in place this type of structure for helping election judges at 
the polling places, and post election surveys indicate that it worked well. 
However, the knowledge level of vendor support available at the downtown 
vote tallying center was not sufficient and directly contributed to the problems 
on election night.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 

 
♦ DR-P8: “A master data repository should be developed for key election 

process data (e.g. HAAT numbers, precinct numbers, HAAT MTNs, etc.) so 
that any post election review process can be performed quickly and 
efficiently. Particularly important is that the Pre-LAT data be stored in an 
organized fashion” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation without qualification.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 

 
♦ DR-G1: “A clear performance expectation for processing of election night 

results should be developed, documented and communicated to all 
stakeholders including the voting machine vendor, election candidates, the 
press and the general public. The recommended method to communicate this 
expectation is through a dashboard of metrics covering the three key areas: 
Governance, Process and Technology.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation but notes that extensive 
communication from the County Clerk’s office to the media, elected officials 
and the general public was done prior to the Nov. election preparing them for 
longer results reporting times than were historically achieved, and had the 
delays not been as egregious as they actually were on election night that 
preparation would probably have sufficed. We also note that a written 
agreement specifying exact results reporting times and other key metrics for 
election success should become a standard part of operating practice. We 
agree that a “dashboard” type of mechanism would be very helpful.   
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 
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♦ DR-G3: “A change control framework should be implemented governing all 

aspects of the election technology and process. Technology, data and process 
changes should only be implemented during specified time frames to ensure 
adequate time to test the changes before elections. This framework will also 
govern the degree of authorization required to perform any manual updates to 
WinEDS and the audit trail of such updates.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation and adds that this process, which 
in the past was largely largely performed by the vendor for the equipment and 
software they supplied, should be taken over by the County and extended to 
cover all technical components of the end-to-end system.”  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 

 
♦ DR-G4: “The County should augment the vendor’s capabilities with an 

operations support staff, independent of the vendor and dedicated for the 
election cycle. Specifically, the county should employ technical experts 
skilled in the various aspects of this system: network architecture, database 
architecture and software architecture” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation and notes that the County is 
already engaged in a process of evaluating its skills needs. The County should 
evaluate whether to hire this staff as full time employees or outsource to a 
third party.  
TARGET: March 2008 

 
♦ DR-G5: “A detailed, day-to-day and task level project plan for each election 

should be created and governed by the County, with specific resource names 
and accountabilities attached. This plan should include, at a minimum, new 
development and configuration tasks, process design activities, training 
activities, comprehensive testing, equipment deployment, election day and 
night processing and post election performance assessment activities.” 

 
The Panel agrees with this recommendation and notes that some of this 
process was already in place for the Nov. election. However, execution of 
plans, structured testing, and documentation should all be improved.  
TARGET: March 2008 

 

4.4.3 Low Priority  
 

♦ DR-T11: “The County should consider the value of diversity of path with 
respect to the network connectivity between its primary and secondary 
systems.” 
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The Panel agrees with this recommendation but wishes to word it more clearly 
to state “The County should consider using two different telecommunications 
companies to provide connectivity for its primary and secondary systems.”  
TARGET: March 2008 

 
♦ DR-T12: “Versions of network software (VZ Access Manager, VPN, 

Windows Firewall settings, etc.) on all election related computers should be 
standardized and periodically updated.” 

 
Although the Panel agrees with this statement, no evidence was presented to 
us to suggest that this is not currently being done by the County.  
TARGET: Feb/Apr. 2007 

 
♦ DR-G6: “The County, in cooperation with all vendors, should develop a 

roadmap for upgrades and enhancements based on the planned availability of 
new election technology and the emerging certification process.” 

 
The Panel agrees with the intent of the recommendation, which is to ensure 
that the County and Sequoia agree on a firm plan for implementing the 
technical improvements recommended within this report and other 
improvements and enhancements going forward.  
TARGET: March 2008 
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5 Conclusions & Summary 
 
As stated previously, the Panel has found that the primary causes for the delay in 
reporting election results on Nov. 7, 2006 were due to two main reasons. 
 

(c) Technology failures in multiple areas. 
 
(d) A lack of adequate end-to-end testing which would have revealed these problems 

well in advance.   
 
The lack of adequate end-to-end testing, which would have revealed these problems well 
in advance, indirectly led to the volume of technology failures and the lack of appropriate 
actions as they occurred.” 
 
The recommendations listed in this report can be summarized as follows: 
 

(a) Correct technical and user interface problems with the HAAT transmissions from 
the precincts, and in the meantime develop procedural workarounds for election 
judges and Receiving Station personnel. 

(b) Use wired line connections at the Receiving Stations, and redesign the web-based 
reporting system used at the Stations to determine which cartridges to transmit. 

(c) Correct the central tallying in the short term by loading early votes at a different 
time than when loading precinct votes, and in the long term by redesigning the 
WinEDS server. 

(d) The County needs to develop and staff a senior technical project management 
function that will introduce and enforce a number of engineering Best Practices 
for managing and testing the deployment and ongoing end-to-end operation of 
complex technology systems. 

 
Responsibility for correcting the technical problems with the HAAT and WinEDS lies 
primarily with Sequoia Voting Systems, while responsibility for correcting technical 
problems at the Receiving Stations and project management deficiencies lies primarily 
with the County Clerk’s office. However, the Panel understands that both the County and 
Sequoia must continue to work as close partners in the future in order to ensure the 
continuing success of Cook County elections, and urges both parties to accept this report 
and its findings in good faith, and commit to working together to implement its 
recommendations.   
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6 Appendices: 
 
 

Appendix A - Background context 
 
The Panel believes it is important for readers of this report and the companion Diamond 
Consulting report to understand the environmental and historical context in which these 
problems exist, and the limitations that context places on any ex-post-facto expectations 
of technical or operational performance.  
 
First, the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) passed by the U.S. Congress in 2002 created 
an environment in which all voting jurisdictions throughout the country embarked on a 
massive project to replace nearly all existing voting equipment deployed throughout the 
country. (See Appendix A for a time line of events prompted by HAVA.) A project of 
this magnitude and extent had never before been attempted in the elections industry. In 
addition, the new systems provided by vendors introduced a much higher level of 
technological and operational complexity into the elections process, thereby creating the 
need for a significantly deeper level of technology expertise than had previously existed 
within the industry. 
 
Both the Diamond Consulting report and the Panel recommend that certain operational 
improvements be made by both the Cook County Clerk’s office and Sequoia Voting 
Systems. These recommendations are based on an understanding of best practices in 
other industries that have undergone the type of massive automation introduced to the 
elections industry by HAVA. These best practices come from industries that have had 
many more years of experience in large scale technology implementations than has the 
elections industry, and those other industries obtained much of their current knowledge 
through the hard experience of system failures and implementation problems that were, in 
many cases, far more severe than those experienced by Cook County on election night.  
The Panel hopes to bring that level of cross industry understanding to the elections 
process within Cook County to help the County in ascending the technology maturity 
curve at a much faster rate than it could on its own. 
 
 
 
It is also important to understand that the elections industry relies heavily on the process 
of “certification”, which involves the submission of voting equipment for testing to one 
of three private companies selected by the National Association of State Election 
Directors (NASED), known collectively as the Independent Testing Authority (ITA). 
State election boards, local jurisdictions and voting equipment manufacturers themselves 
rely heavily on this testing and certification to verify that voting equipment operates 
properly and effectively. All equipment used in elections in Cook County has, as required 
by the State Board of Elections, received this certification. However, the reliability of 
certification is currently being called into question by independent studies of security 
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problems missed by such testing2 and investigations by the Election Assistance 
Commission (which, as a result of HAVA, has assumed responsibility from NASED for 
overseeing the ITA) into lax enforcement of proper procedures3. The Panel’s 
recommendations seek to move the County into a position of less reliance on this 
certification process and more capability to provide its own level of understanding and 
trust in the ability of election systems to function as required. 
 

                                                 
2 See, for example the report of the California Voting Systems Technology Assessment Advisory Board 
(http://www.ss.ca.gov/elections/voting_systems/security_analysis_of_the_diebold_accubasic_interpreter.pdf), the 
Univ. of Connecticut VoTeR Center’s report (http://voter.engr.uconn.edu/voter/Reports.html), and the Princeton Univ. 
Center for Information Technology Policy report (http://itpolicy.princeton.edu/voting/) 

3 “U.S. Bars Lab From Testing Electronic Voting”, NY Times Jan 4, 2006 
(http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/04/washington/04voting.html?hp&ex=1167973200&en=02b1a2cf02dc5f00&ei=509
4&partner=homepage) 
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Appendix B - HAVA time line 
 
Overview of New Voting Equipment Purchase and Implementation 
 
There were several historical and legal factors driving the City of Chicago and Cook 
County’s acquisition of new voting equipment, which the panel may find useful as 
background. 
 
The Help America Vote Act (HAVA) 
 
HAVA is a federal law that was signed on October 29, 2002, largely in response to two 
issues: problems with hanging chads and butterfly ballots that received widespread media 
attention during the 2000 election, and lobbying by the disability community for voting 
systems that were more accessible to people with vision, mobility and dexterity 
limitations. 
 
HAVA mandated a variety of changes in local election procedures and equipment. 
Among them, it required all election jurisdictions to have at least one piece of handicap-
accessible voting equipment in each polling place by the first election of 2006. It also 
provided limited ‘punch-card buyout’ funds to partially defray the cost of the transition 
from older voting systems such as lever and punch card ballots to optical scan or 
electronic systems. This gave a tremendous boost to companies who had or were 
developing electronic voting systems. 
 
The Help Illinois Vote Act (HIVA) 
 
The Help Illinois Vote Act is a state law that was signed on August 21, 2003, on the heels 
of HAVA. In addition to other mandates, with the strong support of the Cook County 
Clerk, HIVA required that any electronic voting machine used in Illinois must have a 
voter verifiable paper audit trail (VVPAT). 
 
At the time of HIVA’s passage, Illinois was the only state to have this requirement. To 
our knowledge, at the time of HIVA’s passage there was no electronic voting machine 
with a paper trail yet deployed in the United States. Early in our RFP process, we made 
clear to potential vendors that their electronic voting machines must have a VVPAT.  
 
The state of Nevada was the first to implement electronic voting with a paper trail—in 
November, 2004. Their vendor was Sequoia Voting Systems. 
 
Historical, Unique Precinct Transmissions 
 
In the year 2000, the City of Chicago and Cook County equipped their punch card ballot 
counters with modems, and began transmitting results from the precincts. While local 
candidates had always been able to track their totals on the precinct level, this innovation 
meant that media outlets and candidates running in larger districts had speedy access to 
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vote totals rather than waiting until the wee hours or the next day. This new reporting 
proved very popular.  
 
When the City and County undertook the search for new voting equipment, several things 
became apparent. First, the federal HAVA funds would not provide enough money to 
purchase a completely electronic system. Second, because of public mistrust and fear of 
someone ‘hacking’ into electronic equipment (fears that did not distinguish between 
VVPAT-equipped systems and others) there was no political will to find additional funds 
to adopt a fully electronic system. Hence, the City and County would need a blended 
system. That is, a system offering one HAVA-compliant touch screen in each precinct or 
polling place to voters who needed it or wanted to use it, and providing a paper-based 
optical scan ballot to everyone else. 
 
Thus, our criterion for new voting equipment was different from every other election 
jurisdiction. We required in-precinct consolidation of two different kinds of equipment as 
well as cellular transmission of those results, to meet the standard of reporting efficiency 
we had developed since 2000. 
 
The following timeline should help clarify the milestones in HAVA implementation and 
our vendor selection since the federal law’s passage. 
 
 

Timeline 
 
October 29, 2002: The Help America Vote Act is signed into law. 
 
August 21, 2003: The Help Illinois Vote Act is signed into law. 
 
June 11, 2004: Cook County and the City of Chicago issue a Request for 

Proposals for new election equipment. Because of the 
requirements, the selection process is seen as the most rigorous in 
the country. 

 
July 21, 2004:  Deadline for submission of proposals. 
 
September  
16-24, 2004:  Ten vendors present their systems to Cook County and City of 

Chicago staff. Sequoia does not submit a proposal. 
 
 None of the vendors presents an accessible unit with a paper trail, 

but most have one in some stage of development. 
 
December 3, 2004: Cook County and the City of Chicago issue a new Request for 

Proposals to allow the incorporation of lessons from the 
November, 2004 elections. 
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December 17, 2004: Deadline for submission of supplemental proposals. 
 
Winter, 2004-2005: Finalists narrowed to four: Diebold, ES&S, Hart and Sequoia. 
 
 Finalists interviewed. At interviews, the County MIS Director 

details requirements for transmission capability. 
 
 At interviews, County and City discuss with each vendor the need 

for a paper trail, the possibility of a blended system (electronic and 
paper) and the need for in-precinct consolidation and transmission. 

 
 At their interview, Sequoia sales team proposes what would later 

be dubbed the HAAT to accommodate the City’s and the County’s 
needs for in-precinct consolidation and transmission. 

 
February  
15-16, 2005:  Vendor follow-up meetings to discuss each of their systems’ 

capacities for blending with another vendor, how they transmit 
results, handle last minute ballot changes and whether electronic 
units have calibration problems. 

 
March 9, 2005: Sequoia is purchased by Smartmatic. 
 
March 14, 2005: Open House for four finalists to present their systems to the public. 
 
March 24, 2005: As a jurisdiction with one of the earliest elections in the country in 

2006, Cook County is concerned that new election technologies 
will not be sufficiently developed or tested by its March 2006 
primary. Cook County asks the federal Election Assistance 
Commission to allow a phased implementation of the Help 
America Vote Act, to let Cook County retain punch cards while 
introducing touch screens, rather than introducing both optical 
scanners and touch screens at once. 

 
 This request reflected an observation among election officials and 

manufacturers nationwide that any further improvement in election 
machinery would be throttled by imposing such an imminent 
deadline. 

 
April 1, 2005: The Election Assistance Commission refuses Cook County’s 

request for phased implementation. 
 
April 26, 2005:  City and County request Best and Final Offers from 
Finalists. 
 
April 27 and 28, 
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2005:  Cook County Clerk’s office conducts a usability test with the 
finalists’ accessible units with disabled voters at the Progress 
Center for Independent Living in Forest Park. One vendor, 
Diebold, does not provide a unit for testing. The units for ES&S 
fail to work mid-test. Only Sequoia provides a unit with a paper 
trail. 

 
May 4, 2005:  Deadline for finalists’ Best and Final Offers. 
 
June, 2005: Cook County and the City of Chicago choose Sequoia as their 

vendor. 
 
June 21, 2005:  County Board approves contract with Sequoia. 
 
June, and September 
2005:   Usability tests on Sequoia’s optical scan ballot. 
 
Summer through  
Fall 2005: Disability community requests changes to touch screen units such 

as making the screen and legs more flexible and improving the 
hand-held adaptive unit. County and City are informed by Sequoia 
of a new generation of touch screens under development and 
decide to lease the current touch screens and purchase Edge II Plus 
touch screens for November election, to better meet disability 
community needs and improve ballot layout and appearance. 

 
February 27, 2006:  Early voting begins for the first time in Illinois history as a result 

of bill championed by Clerk Orr. Remote sites in suburban Cook 
County use optical scan ballots. Touch screens are used downtown. 
Initially, touch screens experience significant system problems and 
do not perform to expectations. Sequoia swaps them out and makes 
a correction to the memory. 

 
March 21, 2006: Primary Election Day 
 
 While glitches are anticipated as a natural part of the transition 

process, there are a few surprises, such as widespread ballot jams 
in optical scanners. 

 
 For undetermined reason, a significant number of precincts cannot 

consolidate and transmit data. 
 
 Cartridges and memory packs are collected at receiving stations 

and taken downtown. (There is no plan to transmit from receiving 
stations.)  
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April, May, 2006: As a result of problems in the primary, post-election, City and 
County request substantial changes to the HAAT and the optical 
scanner.  

 
August 14, 2006: An outside consultant, Freeman Craft McGregor Group, delivers a 

report evaluating Sequoia’s entire system. The report makes many 
recommendations to the optical scan system, which Sequoia and 
the County and City implement. 

 
July, August, 2006:  Sequoia retrofits optical scanners and retrofits HAATs. City and 

County prepare to run a second election with new touch screens 
and retrofitted HAATs and optical scanners. 

 
July 28, 2006: Delivery of new touch screens begins. Acceptance testing 

starts shortly thereafter. 
 
July, 2006: Due to limited resources, Sequoia does not perform a stress test. 
 
August 21,28, 2006: Usability tests are held on new markings and instructions for 

optical scan ballot. 
  
September 13 – 
November 4, 2006: Judge training curriculum is revised with the help of a nationally 

known consultant. Judge trainers and judges are retrained to give 
them more hands-on experience with the new equipment. 

 
August 29- 
November 4, 2006: 1500+ Equipment Managers are given training and tests over 3 day 

periods, so they can function as in-precinct experts on voting 
equipment. 

 
September 7, 2006:  Last day for political parties to fill vacancies on the ballot. 

Contests and candidates are certified—a precursor to ballot layout 
on the touch screen and the optical scan ballot. 

 
 Sequoia discovers that they continue to have a problem with the 

HAATs corrupting memory packs. New controller chips are 
installed in the HAATs prior to preLAT. 

 
September 20, 2006: End-to-end test election set up using Cicero Township as the 

model with 51 mock precincts with touch screens and optical 
scanners, judges and mock voters. Judges are able to set up 
machinery and conduct optical scan voting. But they are unable to 
allow touch screen voting, or to consolidate and transmit results, 
because of a Sequoia programming error.  
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September 22, 2006: Small scale back up test is conducted successfully. 
 
September 26- 
October 10, 2006 Unique requirements of Cook County—i.e. length and complexity 

of ballot, large number of ballot styles, and translation into three 
required languages—require substantially more time to incorporate 
into the system (particularly the audio ballot) than anticipated. 
Round-the-clock audio recording and checking is completed as a 
precursor to preLAT. 

 
October 14, 2006:  Illinois State Board of Elections certifies the Sequoia system. 
 
October 16, 2006:  Early Voting begins at 32 sites, solely on touch screens. There are 

scattered complaints about calibration problems that are not 
resolved by recalibrating screen once. Sites begin re-calibrating 
machines each morning. 

 
 Thousands of early voters complete surveys about their voting 

experience on the touch screens and over 98% rate it as very good 
or excellent. 

 
October 31, 2006: Sequoia devises a pre-election calibration test for Election Day. 

New instructions are written for judges and equipment managers to 
test touch screens for calibration problems prior to polls opening. 

 
 
NOTES regarding the Election Assistance Commission: 
 

 While the Election Assistance Commission (EAC) was authorized by HAVA in 
2002, there was no money appropriated.  

 The four EAC commissioners were appointed in 2004.  
 Their first meeting was in May, 2004. 
 Their first standards were considered in May, 2005 and were not adopted until 

December—these did not relate to the kind of systems that we use.  
 Their Technical Guidelines Development Committee held hearings in May, 2006 

and December 2006 to consider revisions to those guidelines (to account for 
computer-based systems). No draft has been written.  

 

 
 


